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Abstract 
Electromechanical energy conversion at the small scale utilizing 
micro/nanomaterials can have significant technological impacts in various areas such as 
mechanical energy harvesting, tissue engineering, and sensing/actuation. The breakthrough 
discoveries over the last decade in piezoelectric micro/nanostructures, which converts 
minute material deformation directly into electrical signal, has spurred intense research in 
micro/nano scale mechanical energy harvester, also called nanogenerator. Although a 
variety of advanced inorganic piezoelectric micro/nanostructures have been fabricated, 
little progress has been made for bioinspired piezoelectric materials, which can enable 
biocompatible and biodegradable energy harvesting.  
Meanwhile, piezoelectricity has been widely observed in biological materials such 
as bone, collagen, viruses and other protein-based materials. Diphenylalanine (FF) peptide, 
which consists of two naturally occurring phenylalanine amino acids, has attracted 
significant research interest due to its exceptional mechanical and piezoelectric properties 
as well as rich biological properties. Thus FF is promising to become one of the most 
technologically important bioinspired materials for piezoelectric devices, such as 
mechanical energy harvester. However, many challenges exist in realizing the potential of 
piezoelectric FF peptide, such as the lack of scalable structural alignment, lack of 
controllability of polarizations and lack of prototyped device. This thesis aims to address 
those challenges to advance the applications of FF peptide towards piezoelectric 
nanogenerator (PENG) and beyond.  
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As an alternative to PENG, which converts minute material deformation into 
electricity, triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) has also been proposed recently to harvest 
energy from large motion through a combination of triboelectric effect and electrostatic 
induction. Since tiny material deformation and large motion are usually available together, 
advances in nanogenerator are needed to harvest them effectively. Due to the apparent 
complementary energy conversion mechanisms of piezoelectric and triboelectric effects, 
performance of TENG in various environmental conditions will be studied, and 
hybridization of PENG and TENG into one device will also be explored as an approach to 
enhance the outputs of the mechanical energy harvester. 
In overview, first this thesis will develop a novel low-temperature epitaxial growth 
process to address the challenge of synthesizing aligned piezoelectric FF peptide structures 
in a scalable and controllable manner. Second, the random orientation and unswitchability 
of its polarization will be addressed by modifying the growth parameters and including an 
applied external electric field during the growth. The improved FF microstructures will be 
used to demonstrate the first peptide PENG. Third, a standalone TENG will be studied for 
its operation in various environmental conditions, verifying its wide applicability. Finally, 
a hybrid nanogenerator structure will be proposed to constructively combine the outputs of 
FF peptide PENG with a TENG, and the hybrid energy conversion process will be 
experimentally verified. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Technological significance of small-scale electromechanical energy conversion 
 Mechanical energy is an abundant and renewable energy source in our 
environment, which exists in various forms such as human movement, material 
deformation, engine vibration, wind, water flow, ocean wave, etc. While exploiting them 
at large scale has become reality through hydroelectric dams and wind turbine farms for 
grid-scale power source, energy conversion at small scale had not seen many significant 
advances until 2000s. However, recent technological advances and scientific discoveries 
suggest that innovation of the material for electromechanical conversion at small scale can 
indeed be an enabling factor. The areas that will potentially be impacted most by such 
innovations are (1) mechanical energy harvesting, (2) tissue engineering and (3) sensing 
and actuation. 
(1) Mechanical energy harvesting 
With the development of the internet and the internet of things (IoT), the number 
of independent sensor nodes increases significantly to collect large amount of data for 
advanced applications in areas such as health, structural and environmental monitoring. As 
the sensor network expands, replacing each individual battery for each node can become 
costly or even impractical. For example, if sensors are to be mounted on each individual 
blade in a large wind turbine farm for structural health monitoring, using battery or wired 
power would present a significant design and maintenance problem. Another example is 
implanted medical devices for patient health monitoring. Using the battery or wiring to an 
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external power source may require surgery for maintenance and reduce quality of patient 
care. In those cases, mechanical energy is available in the surrounding, and the ability to 
harvest it effectively can enable independent sensor nodes. A scheme for such self-powered 
system, shown in Figure 1, was proposed by Professor Zhong Lin Wang, which includes a 
nanogenerator as a power source, a capacitor as energy storage, sensor, and transmitter [1]. 
Materials with efficient electromechanical energy conversion for the nanogenerator to 
improve the electrical outputs, which will be discussed later in this chapter, can expand the 
applications of the self-power system. 
 
Figure 1. Schematic of a self-powered system powered by a nanogenerator [1]. 
 (2) Tissue engineering 
 Besides energy application, electrical signal produced by mechanical stimulus may 
also be used in manipulating living organisms. It is well-known that piezoelectric effect 
exists in human bone [2, 3], and the electric potential produced by the stress on bone plays 
an important role in bone growth [4, 5]. At cellular level, extracellular electric field has 
also been demonstrated to significantly affect not only cell growth, but also cell division 
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and migration [6-8]. Figure 2 shows the effect of electric field on neurite cells and corneal 
epithelial cells. 
 
Figure 2. Effect of electric field on biological activities. On neurite cell growth (a-d) and corneal 
epithelial cells division (e-f). Direction of electric field is shown by the arrows (a-d) and the 
polarity (f). No electric field is applied in (e) [6, 7]. 
 The opportunity to manipulate biological activities at the cellular level has spurred 
further research to explore the use of piezoelectric materials, which can directly convert 
mechanical stimulus into electrical signal, for tissue engineering to promote the desired 
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cell growth. The use of piezoelectric material can eliminate the need of implanted wire 
leads and external power source, which can have meaningful impact in wound healing and 
regenerative medicine [9]. Poly(vinylidene) fluoride (PVDF) has been the most widely 
tested piezoelectric substrate for cell culturing. Data have shown that poled PVDF 
significantly promotes cell growth in vitro for both rat and human cells, while unpoled 
PVDF does not [10-12]. Although static condition still improves cell growth and 
differentiation thanks to the charges produced by the inherent polarization in piezoelectric 
materials, dynamic condition, induced by mechanical shaker or ultrasound, was found to 
further enhance the result [5, 12]. 
 Despite the promising early studies, the overwhelming use of PVDF and other 
inorganic piezoelectric materials presents a bottleneck in biodegradability and 
biocompatibility. Since piezoelectric effect is widely observed in the biological world itself 
[2, 13, 14], engineered bioinspired piezoelectric material can be a potential material 
platform for future tissue engineering application.  
 (3) Sensing and actuation 
 Electromechanical resonators have been widely researched for various applications 
in telecommunications, automobiles [15-17] and biosensing [18-20]. In biosensing, 
resonators offer advantages over other mechanisms, such as electrochemical, optical and 
calorimetric, thanks to their high sensitivity and small form factors. The two common types 
of biosensing resonators are surface acoustic wave (SAW) resonators and bulk acoustic 
resonators (BAR). Most of them consist of a piezoelectric thin film, which produces 
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resonating waves when an alternating voltage is applied across the electrodes. The typical 
structures of the resonators are shown in Figure 3. When a species is attached to the 
functionalized surface, the resonance frequency is shifted an amount corresponding to the 
amount of the attached species. The sensitivity is determined by not only the mechanical 
and piezoelectric properties of the film, but also by its ability to be functionalized to attach 
to the species it needs to detect. Therefore, the choice of the piezoelectric material can 
determine the scope of application for the sensor.    
 
Figure 3. Structures of acoustic resonators for biosensing. Surface acoustic wave (SAW) 
resonator (a) and film bulk acoustic resonator (FBAR) (b) [18]. 
1.2. Nanogenerators 
The application of focus of this thesis will be mechanical energy harvester. The 
small energy harvesters with micro/nanomaterials and structures are nowadays called 
nanogenerators. The development of the nanomaterials and nanotechnology leads to the 
first demonstration of the nanogenerator in 2006 with zinc oxide (ZnO) nanowires [21]. 
Using micro/nanomaterials provides many advantages over their bulk counterparts, 
including reducing the reliance on complex and expensive top-down cleanroom processes, 
higher crystallinity with less defects, and higher surface-to-volume ratio, etc. Since then 
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various nanogenerators have been developed using piezoelectric [22-24], triboelectric [25-
27], pyroelectric [28, 29], and thermoelectric effects [30, 31]. This thesis will focus on 
mechanical energy harvesters, i.e. piezoelectric nanogenerators (PENG) and triboelectric 
nanogenerators (TENG), with an emphasis on bioinspired PENG.  
Figure 4 shows a basic PENG unit which consists of a single lateral piezoelectric 
ZnO nanowire [32]. A strategy to scale up this PENG unit is fabricating an array of many 
aligned nanowires and connecting them either in series or parallel [22, 33, 34]. Thus the 
ability to align the structures in a scalable manner is key to enhance the electromechanical 
energy conversion in the PENG.  
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Figure 4. ZnO nanowire on a flexible substrate as a nanogenerator. There is no current flow to 
the external circuit with an unstretched nanowire (a). The bent substrate induces a tensile stress 
in the piezoelectric nanowire and a voltage is produced, resulting in current flow (b) [32].  
In 2012 triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) was first proposed as another 
promising technology to also convert mechanical energy to electricity [25]. TENG is based 
on the triboelectrification and electrostatic induction. In triboelectrification, when two 
materials come into contact, one of them will charge positively and the other will charge 
negatively. The charge affinity of each material can be ranked in an empirical table called 
triboelectric series, shown in Figure 5, for which many versions exist [27, 35]. Despite 
serving as a guideline, the series is not sufficient to predict all the charging behaviors of 
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the contacting materials, due to the influence of many other factors such as the surface 
cleanliness, or surrounding conditions.   
 
Figure 5. A triboelectric series [27]. 
 TENG has been demonstrated in four modes of operation, shown in Figure 6, 
namely vertical contact-separation mode, contact-sliding mode, single-electrode mode and 
freestanding triboelectric-layer mode [26]. While PENG captures the mechanical energy 
from the minute deformation of materials, TENG harvests the energy from large motion. 
Thus TENG can work in complement with PENG to effectively harvest more of the 
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available mechanical energy. This thesis will explore the integration of TENG with PENG 
for enhanced outputs. 
 
Figure 6. Four operation modes of TENG [26]. 
1.3. The emerging piezoelectric diphenylalanine (FF) peptide 
1.3.1. Nanostructures of traditional piezoelectric materials 
Piezoelectric materials have found numerous applications in modern 
electromechanical devices in various industries such as medical instruments, 
telecommunications, and automobiles. Recently, there has been an increasing interest in 
fabricating micro/nanostructures of piezoelectric materials, such as semiconducting oxides 
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nanowires/belts/helixes [36-38], PZT nanoribbons [39, 40], BaTiO3 nanowires [41], 
PVDF nanowires [42]. Figure 7 shows ZnO nanowires array whose orientation can be 
controlled in vertical, horizontal and diagonal directions [38]. 
  
Figure 7. ZnO nanowire array with orientation control [38]. 
The fabrication techniques can also achieve designs that can interface with 
biological systems, such as PZT nanoribbons for cellular deformation monitoring [40]. 
Figure 8 shows the SEM images of such interface. 
 
Figure 8. PZT nanoribbons interfacing with cell. Suspended PZT nanoribbon, scale bar is 5µm 
(a), and a single PC12 cell directly interfaced with PZT nanoribbons, scale bar 15µm (b) [40]. 
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Although many advanced piezoelectric micro/nanostructures have been developed 
and their potential for use with biological systems has been demonstrated, most of them 
are non-biodegradable and non-biocompatible. Besides quartz and polyvinylidene fluoride 
(PVDF), a vast majority of them are heavy-metal-based inorganics which can be toxic to 
living organisms due to the dissolution of ions such as Pb2+ and Ba2+. The most widely 
studied organic PVDF is not biodegradable and hard to be functionalized due to the lack 
of biologically functional groups in its molecules. 
1.3.2. Piezoelectric FF peptide 
 Piezoelectric phenomena have been widely observed in natural materials like bones 
[2, 3], collagen [13, 14], virus [43, 44], and a variety of protein-based materials [45]. 
Peptide is a class of materials whose molecule consists of a short chain of amino acids 
connected together through peptide bonds, similar to protein but with fewer number of 
amino acids. There has been a significant research interest in the synthesis of peptide self-
assembled nanostructures, most commonly nanotubes, thanks to their rich biological 
properties, the wide choices of the amino acid building blocks, and various self-assembly 
mechanisms [46-49]. Among them, diphenylalanine (FF) peptide, whose molecule is 
composed of the naturally occurring amino acid phenylalanine (technically abbreviated as 
letter “F”), is one of the most widely studied thanks to its exceptional piezoelectric 
properties [50], remarkable mechanical properties [51, 52], and high biocompatibility with 
low to no cytotoxicity [53-55]. FF nanotube was first observed while being studied as a 
recognition motif of the amyloid fibrils in Alzheimer disease [49]. Further studies into FF 
crystal structures reveals a hexagonal symmetry in which six FF molecules are linearly 
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connected through hydrogen bond in a spiral manner into a unit cell, which is shown in 
Figure 9a-b. Translation of this unit cell in the longitudinal direction forms a nanochannel, 
shown in Figure 9c, and stacking the nanochannels side by side through π-π interactions 
scales up FF crystal, shown in Figure 9d [56, 57]. The available NH3
+, COOH- and the two 
phenylalanine residues at the outer surfaces of the crystal provide active sites for chemical 
functionalization.  
 
Figure 9. Model of FF molecule and crystal. FF molecule in a zwitterion form (a), a unit cell in 
FF crystal (b), model of a FF nanochannel filled with water molecules (c), and FF hexagonal 
crystal structures (d) [56, 57]. 
Due to the non-centrosymmetry which lacks an inversion center, FF crystal exhibits 
a strong piezoelectricity. Early effort to measure the piezoelectricity in FF nanotubes using 
Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM), shown in Figure 10, demonstrated a very strong 
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shear piezoelectric coefficient d15 ≈ 60 pm/V, which is comparable to the classical 
piezoelectric lithium niobate [50]. The study also confirms that the polarization of FF 
nanotube is along the tube axis with no radial component.  
 
Figure 10. Measurement of shear piezoelectricity in FF nanotube using PFM. The polarization 
Ps is shown to orient only along the tube axis [50]. 
This polarization results from the head-to-tail ordering of FF molecular dipoles, 
each of which points from the carboxylic end to the amino end [56, 58, 59]. These dipoles 
are bonded in a helical manner, so the resultant total dipole points along the axis of the 
helix, which is the c-axis of the crystal. This total dipole is verified by the alignment of 
freestanding tubes along the external electric field as shown in Figure 11a-b [58].  The 
dipole orientation also causes the two end surfaces of the FF micro/nanotubes to exhibit 
either positive or negative charge, Figure 11c [58].  
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Figure 11. Effect of external electric field on the orientation of freestanding FF microtubes. (a) 
Orientation without E, (b) orientation with E, and (c) model of the charges at the two ends of the 
FF nanochannel [58].  
 Although  single FF nanotube has strong piezoelectricity, adjacent nanotubes were 
shown to exhibit polarization in opposite directions [50], and further studies also point out 
that this polarization is unswitchable by an applied electric field [60]. Therefore, despite 
strong piezoelectricity and inherent biocompatibility as well as biodegradability, the 
cancellation of the adjacent polarizations in an FF array, as well as the lack of macro-scale 
aligned structures, present a bottleneck in realizing scalable applications of FF-based 
material. 
1.3. Scope of this thesis 
 While the far-reaching goal is to realize biodegradable and biocompatible 
piezoelectric solutions for various energy, biomedical applications and beyond, this thesis 
will focus on the nanogenerator application of piezoelectric FF peptide, and the challenges 
to improve its outputs. The challenges that will be addressed in this thesis are as follow. 
  (1) Macro scale structural alignment [61] 
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 Currently there is a lack of controllable and scalable low-temperature synthesis 
method to produce aligned piezoelectric FF arrays. Chapter 2 demonstrates a novel low-
temperature epitaxial growth process that produces a vertically aligned microrod array. 
Details of the obtained structures, effects of process parameters and material 
characterization are also discussed.   
 (2) Control of polarization and demonstration of a FF peptide PENG [62] 
 The unswitchability of the polarization in FF crystals hinders the realization of 
macro scale piezoelectricity, which would require all electrical dipoles in the crystal to 
point in the same direction. Chapter 3 discusses the effect of applied electric field during 
the epitaxial growth to obtain uniform polarization in opposite directions. The epitaxial 
growth is modified to occur at a slightly elevated temperature to obtain microrod arrays 
with better uniformity and piezoelectricity. To demonstrate the usefulness of the obtained 
arrays, FF peptide PENGs are fabricated and their performances are characterized. 
 (3) Integration with triboelectric nanogenerator [63][106] 
 The complementary energy conversion processes of PENG and TENG prompts at 
a hybrid device. To realize this approach, Chapter 4 develops a new TENG and 
characterizes its performance in various environmental conditions. Then Chapter 5 
proposes an architecture to integrate FF peptide PENG with TENG to produce 
complementary outputs.   
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CHAPTER 2. ROOM-TEMPERATURE EPITAXIAL GROWTH OF 
ALIGNED FF PEPTIDE MICROSTRUCTURES 
2.1. Previous growth techniques  
Many techniques have been developed in the last decade to obtain aligned FF 
micro/nanostructures, and a large number of studies have been focused on high-
temperature-based processes [64-69]. Figure 12 described a vapor deposition process 
proposed by Adler-Abramovich et. al. which can produce vertically aligned 
nanowire/nanotube array. 
 
 
Figure 12. High-temperature vapor phase growth of FF nanotubes array. As the FF powder 
evaporates, linear FF is transformed into cyclic FF [64]. 
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Although the high temperature processes like vapor deposition can produce 
crystalline aligned structures on centimeter-scale or larger substrates, it causes peptide 
materials to undergo an irreversible phase transformation due to the cyclization of the 
amino acid chain [64, 70]. For FF peptide, this phase transformation was found to occur at 
around 150oC, as revealed by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and X-ray 
Diffraction (XRD) data in Figure 13. Therefore, processes using temperature higher than 
the phase transformation temperature can deprive the FF peptide materials of some 
interesting properties, such as piezoelectricity, which is associated with the linear FF 
molecules [60].  
 
Figure 13. Temperature-induced phase transition of FF crystalline structures [70]. 
 The irreversible phase change prompt many studies to keep the growth process at 
room-temperature, and the solution-based approach has been widely employed [58, 71-74] 
thanks to a variety of available solvents for FF [75]. This approach involves inducing FF 
self-assembly in the solvents by various means such as drying [38, 58, 71, 76] 
supersaturation [77, 78] or agitation [79]. Figure 14 describes a simple solution-based 
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drying process that can produce bundles of vertical nanotubes. However, although the 
available methods can synthesize diverse structures of FF, the array sizes are small, in 
millimeter or micrometer scale, which hinders fabrication of useful devices.    
 
Figure 14. A typical room-temperature solution-based growth of FF nanostructures [71]. 
 This chapter will describe a novel low-temperature growth approach to produce 
arrays of FF peptide towards fabricating useful FF-based device. 
2.2. Room-temperature epitaxial growth process 
Diphenylalanine lyophilized powder H-Phe-Phe-OH (FF) was purchased from 
Bachem and stored in an enclosed dry container at 0oC. 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol 
(HFP) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and stored in a dry container under ambient 
conditions. An overview of the fabrication process is shown in Figure 15a-c. The process 
started with casting an amorphous layer as shown in Figure 15a. First, the FF stock solution 
was prepared by dissolving lyophilized FF powder in HFP to a concentration of 50mg/mL 
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in a glove box (water content <1000ppm) to minimize water absorption to the source 
materials. 25µL of the stock solution was then dropped on an ITO-coated silicon substrate 
placed in a desiccator. The drop was quickly vaporized as the desiccator was pumped down 
to 200 Torr in 10 seconds and then vented with compressed dry air (water content <6ppm). 
A transparent amorphous film was formed on the substrate after the evaporation completed. 
The low water vapor content in the growth environment with relative humidity (RH) lower 
than 50% is essential to prevent unintentional crystallization of the amorphous film [69].  
This amorphous film was then transferred to an enclosed box which was connected 
in a closed loop of flowing moist air with RH~100% (Figure 15b). The amorphous film 
was intentionally crystallized into a seed layer by vigorously circulating the humid air 
through the enclosed box for 90 seconds. The epitaxial growth from the seed layer was 
achieved by the precipitation of a saturated FF aqueous solution (Figure 15c). First a 
concentrated FF aqueous solution was prepared by mixing 75mg FF with 50mL deionized 
(DI) water and kept in an oven at 65oC until the FF powder was fully dissolved. The 
substrate with the prepared seed layer was placed floating upside down on the surface of 
concentrated FF solution right after the solution was taken from the oven to the ambient 
condition. Ventilation from a small fan was used to facilitate the cooling to room-
temperature and the evaporation of water in the concentrated FF solution. Most of the water 
had evaporated after about 6 hours. The substrate with FF peptide microrods was then taken 
out, briefly cleaned with DI water, and dried with compressed air. 
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Figure 15. FF microstructures fabrication process. Schematic illustration of the process (a-c) 
and SEM image and model of FF peptide microrods (d-f). (a) Formation of an 
amorphous FF peptide layer on the substrate. (b) Formation of the FF peptide seed layer 
through the crystallization of the amorphous layer from (a). (c) Self-assembly of FF 
peptide molecules for epitaxial growth of FF peptide microrods. (d) Side SEM image of 
the seed layer from (b). (e) Side SEM image as-grown FF peptide microrods from (c). (f) 
Illustration of FF peptide microrods with hexagonally arranged nanochannels. The 
enlarged circle illustrates a nanochannel enclosed by six FF peptide molecules.  
The synthesized samples were coated with either gold or platinum and analyzed 
using a field emission JOEL 6500 scanning electron microscope (SEM). Figure 15d and e 
show the cross section of the crystalline seed layer and FF microrods after 6 hour room-
temperature epitaxial growth. Their height is approximately 10µm from the seed layer, or 
15µm from the substrate. The microrods were solid with the diameter mostly ranging from 
10µm to 20µm, which forms the largest reported solid microrod array to our best 
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knowledge [79]. The growth of the microrods is the result of the self-assembly of FF 
molecules on the seed layer as the saturated FF aqueous solution evaporates. As shown in 
Figure 15f, the FF peptide microrod can be considered as a bundle of idealized close-
packing of hydrophobic nanotubes with hydrophilic hollow channels. The channel is of a 
van der Waals’ diameter of ~10 Å and filled with water molecules [56]. Six FF peptide 
molecules constitute the circumference and the translation of those molecules along the 
axial direction creates each tube. The side chains with neutral phenyl group emanate from 
the channel cores and are exposed from the side wall. The more active carboxyl group and 
amine group forms a hydrogen bond and connects the FF peptide molecules along the axial 
direction. Thus, unlike the neutral phenyl groups on the wall, the positively charged amine 
groups or negatively charged carboxyl groups at the end of the nanochannel assist the self-
assembly of FF peptide molecules for the fast growth along axial direction. Consequently, 
a highly textured seed layer with nanochannels preferentially orientated normal to the 
substrate is critical for the epitaxial growth of high quality FF peptide nano or 
microstructures with desired alignment. 
The SEM images in Figure 16a and b show a vertical area in the seed layer, which 
is approximately a hexagon, suggesting a hexagonal crystal structure as shown in Figure 
15f and Figure 9. The zoom-in image in Figure 16b confirms this vertical seed is solid, and 
the scattered nanowires imply that the top surface has active sites for the self-assemble of 
FF molecules. The vertical seed particles are expected to initiate epitaxial growth of FF 
peptide crystals. An FF peptide microrod grown from the seed layer in Figure 15d is shown 
in Figure 16c, along with the top view of the micro rod tip in Figure 16d and the side wall 
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with vertical strips in Figure 16e. The rough tip and smooth side wall of the micro rod is a 
result of the fast growth along the axial direction and consistent with the observation that 
there is no branch formed. 
 
Figure 16. Close-up images of crystalline FF microstructures. (a) Top-view SEM image of a 
solid FF peptide seed with a roughly hexagonal shape. (b) Magnified SEM image from 
the circled area in a) showing nanowires leading the later growth of a FF peptide 
microrod. (c) Side-view SEM image of a FF peptide microrod. (d) Top view magnified 
image of the tip and (e) side view magnified image of the side-wall of the micro rod in 
(c). 
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The growth process is not limited by the substrate and FF peptide microrods have 
been successfully grown on silicon, indium tin oxide (ITO), platinum and gold, as shown 
in Figure 17. Again, no branches were observed in FF peptide microrods even after 12 
hours of growth. However, comparing Figure 15e, which uses 6-hour growth, with Figure 
17c-f, the uniformity of the microrod array seems to be degraded with prolonged growth 
time. This might be due to the poor control of the temperature and evaporation rate of the 
FF-water solution in Figure 15c, which can cause spontaneous nucleation and alter the 
epitaxial growth. This problem will be addressed in Chapter 3 of this thesis.  
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Figure 17. Growth of FF microrods on various substrates. (a) Top view of the seed layer from 
Figure 15d . (b) Top view of microrod array on ITO-coated silicon substrate from Figure 15e. 
Side views of micro rod arrays after 12 hours epitaxial growth on (c) bare silicon, (d) ITO-coated 
silicon, (e) platinum-coated silicon and (f) gold-coated silicon. 
2.3. Insights into the seed layer formation 
The highly textured and crystallized seed layer is critical for the successful epitaxial 
growth of FF peptide microrods, and we explore systematically the formation of FF seed 
layers in Figure 18a-d. In this set of experiments, 25µL FF solution of concentration either 
50mg/mL or 100mg/mL was dropped and dried on a 1.25x1.25cm ITO-coated silicon 
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substrate to form an amorphous FF layer. Crystallization of these layers was achieved with 
either stationary or circulating moist air. The seed layers were examined using a Nikon 
Eclipse LV150 optical microscope. The scattered dark spots in Figure 18a-d are the dark 
ITO-coated silicon substrate revealed through vertical FF peptide domains which are good 
waveguides with low longitudinal optical loss [76, 79], while the bright parts are mainly 
horizontal FF peptide strips. We found that both the supply of water molecules during the 
crystallization and the thickness of the initial FF amorphous layer control the orientation 
of the seed layer.  
Circulating moist air was proved to be critical to produce a seed layer with 
dominant vertical domains, as shown in Figure 18c-d. The optimal seed layer with a 
majority of vertical domain is obtained with 50mg/mL FF solution and circulating moist 
air. The highly reflective horizontal stripes become the minority in the crystallized seed 
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layer and most of the dark silicon substrate is visible through the dense vertical FF peptide 
microrods. 
  
Figure 18. Optical images of the crystalline seed layer formed from different FF 
concentrations and moist air. (a) From 100mg/mL FF solution under stationary moist 
air. (b) From 100mg/mL FF solution under circulating moist air. (c) From 50mg/mL FF 
solution under stationary moist air. (d) From 50mg/mL FF solution under circulating 
moist air. All the amorphous layers used to form the crystalline seed layer were obtained 
by dropping 25µL of FF solution on a1.25x1.25cm square substrate. 
 The thickness of the amorphous layer is proportional to the concentration and the 
amount of FF-HFP stock solution dropped onto the substrate [65, 69], and the measurement 
of the amorphous layer obtained in this study confirms this trend, as shown in Figure 19a-
d. Comparing Figure 18a-Figure 18c, and Figure 18b-Figure 18d, it is clear that lower 
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concentration, corresponding to thinner amorphous layer, yields higher portion of vertical 
orientation. For 100mg/mL concentration, the FF seed layer was dominated by bright 
horizontal FF stripes in random directions with a few transparent vertical domains which 
are shown as dark spots.  
 
Figure 19. Thickness of the amorphous layer with respect to the concentration of the FF-HFP 
solution and the volume dropped on the 1.25x1.25cm substrate. (a) 25µL of 50mg/mL, (b) 25µL 
of 100mg/mL, (c) 40µL of 50mg/mL, and (d) 40µL of 100mg/mL. 
This observation indicates that the crystallization process is driven by the diffusion 
of water molecules into the amorphous FF peptide layer. Fick’s first law of diffusion 
suggests that the diffusion flux of water molecules in the vertical direction is proportional 
to the gradient of the concentration of water molecules, which in turn is proportional to the 
water vapor concentration at the surface and inversely proportional to the layer thickness. 
When a thick amorphous FF peptide layer is used, the water molecule diffusion normal to 
the substrate is limited and horizontal FF peptide strips are preferentially formed. In 
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comparison, the much enhanced vertical diffusion in a thin amorphous layer with 
continuous supply of water molecules from circulating moist air significantly facilitates the 
creation of vertical FF peptide microrods. 
2.4. Characterization of the FF microrod array 
2.4.1. X-Ray Diffraction analysis (XRD) 
The crystalline structure of both seed layers and FF peptide microrods were subject 
to XRD analysis after they were crushed into powders and pressed on a <100> silicon 
substrate. XRD measurement were made using Bruker D8 system with Cobalt anode 
(λ=1.78899 Å). The crystal structure of FF peptide seed layers and FF peptide microrods 
were confirmed. Figure 20 shows typical XRD spectra of the seed layer and the FF peptide 
microrod. The microrod structure results in an almost identical XRD pattern to that of the 
seed layer. The hexagonal structure ( 𝑃61 space group) proposed by Gorbitz and the 
resultant crystallographic data in the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) file 
number 163340 are in agreement with our XRD spectra [56]. The XRD data indicates the 
FF peptide crystals are a close-packing of nanotubes with a diameter of 24 Å. The 
hydrophilic nanochannels within FF hexagonal structures are deemed able to host different 
ions or molecules [54, 66, 80] for various applications such as energy storage or drug 
delivery. Consequently, the vertical FF peptide microrod with well-aligned nanochannels 
can increase the accessibility and transport of foreign ions or molecules. 
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Figure 20. X-ray powder diffraction patterns of FF peptide seeds and FF peptide 
microrods. The spectrum of FF peptide microrod is shifted upward for clarity. 
2.4.2. Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM) 
The highly-textured seed layer and the vertically oriented microstructures enable 
us to conveniently characterize their piezoelectric property using PFM, which has proved 
challenging to perform on free standing FF peptide nanotubes [50]. Piezoelectric 
coefficient measurements of the FF peptide seed layer and aligned microrods were 
conducted with an Asylum MFP 3D system. The probe used was an Asylum Research 
ASYELEC-01 with Ti/Ir conductive coating, nominal stiffness of 2N/m, and nominal 
resonance frequency of 70kHz. To measure effective piezoelectric coefficient d33, a small 
area (0.5x0.5µm) was scanned in Single Frequency Mode with very low frequency (10kHz) 
to avoid contact resonance (typically around 300kHz). Drive voltage amplitude on the tip 
varied from 2V to 14V and the corresponding vibration amplitude of the tip was recorded 
and averaged over the scanned small area to calculate d33. The amplitude responses of the 
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PFM measurement on the peptide seed and on the FF peptide microrod are shown in Figure 
21. The amplitude increases linearly with the applied voltage, and the slope gives the 
effective piezoelectric coefficient 𝑑33 = 9.4 pm/V for the FF peptide seed and 𝑑33 = 9.9 
pm/V for the FF peptide microrod.  
 
Figure 21. PFM amplitude response of an FF peptide seed layer and FF peptide 
microrods. 
This result indicates that the longitudinal piezoelectric coefficient 𝑑33 of FF peptide 
microrods is comparable to that of ZnO nanowires [21], and the vertically aligned array of 
FF peptide microrods can potentially be a good candidate for mechanical energy 
conversion applications. 
2.5. Chapter summary 
In this chapter the low temperature fabrication of densely packed, vertically aligned 
FF peptide microrods was demonstrated. The crystal structure of FF peptide microrods 
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with hexagonally arranged nanochannels was confirmed with XRD. The effective 
longitudinal piezoelectric coefficient d33 of 9.9 pm/V was measured with PFM. The high 
quality piezoelectric biomaterial from this work provides a new platform for applications 
in sensing, energy harvesting, and medicine. 
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CHAPTER 3. CONTROL OF POLARIZATION OF FF PEPTIDE 
MICROROD ARRAY FOR PIEZOELECTRIC NANOGENERATOR 
3.1. Observations of the inherent polarization in FF crystals 
Strong piezoelectricity has been measured in FF hexagonal crystals, which was 
demonstrated in [50] and in Chapter 2, thanks to the inherent polarization orienting along 
the nanochannels. Realizing macroscopic piezoelectricity in FF crystals requires uniform 
polarization with good alignment of their inherent electrical dipoles in the desired 
orientation. Although significant progress has been made towards the synthesis of 
piezoelectric biomaterials and their applications, challenges in aligning the polarization 
and improving the piezoelectricity continue to limit their applications. Various strategies 
have been developed to obtain alignment, such as molecular self-assembly [71, 81, 82], 
template-assisted assembly [44, 83] and ferrofluid-assisted assembly [71]. However, most 
of the processes were relatively complex to scale up and could not be effectively used to 
achieve parallel polarizations. Like antiparallel dipole moments observed in M13 phages 
[43, 44], the oppositely directed polarizations were revealed in adjacent FF peptide 
nanostructures [50, 84]. Although ferroelectric behavior has been observed for FF 
nanotubes through high-temperature treatment, the polarization was only switched in the 
radial direction while the axial polarization was destroyed due to an irreversible phase 
transition to the centrosymmetric structure [85]. The high coercive field in the axial 
direction leaves native FF crystals practically un-switchable before electrical breakdown 
[60]. 
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 Lack of macroscopic piezoelectricity limits the development of FF for 
piezoelectric device. A microbeam resonator based on FF microtube has been 
demonstrated, but it was not a standalone device, requiring AFM probe as an actuator, as 
shown in Figure 22. Piezoelectric devices based on other biomaterials have also been 
investigated, such as virus-based nanogenerator [43, 44], but their anti-parallel 
polarizations and weak piezoelectric coefficients significantly limited their performance. 
 
Figure 22. An FF microtube resonator actuated by AFM probe [86]. 
3.2. Control of polarization of FF microrod array with improved piezoelectricity 
3.2.1. Modified epitaxial growth of FF microrod array 
The vertical FF peptide microrods were grown from a substrate coated with a seed 
film in an FF-concentrated water solution, with two modifications from Chapter 2. 
(1) In the epitaxial growth in saturated FF-water solution, the temperature is now 
elevated to 55oC from start to finish, and the water evaporation rate is limited 
by partly covering the water surface exposed to air. The higher temperature 
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enables higher saturated FF concentration and faster growth, while limiting 
water evaporation prevents spontaneous nucleation in the solution for better 
uniformity. 
(2) An electric field was applied either along or opposite to the substrate surface 
normal, and the corresponding growth processes were called positive-EF 
(electric field) growth and negative-EF growth, respectively, as shown in Figure 
23a-b. The electric field is applied to control the polarization of the microrod 
array. 
In positive-EF, negative-EF, and no-EF growth, positive, negative, and no electric 
fields were applied respectively during the self-assembly of FF peptides. The voltage was 
provided across two aluminum plates (15×15 cm2) by a high-voltage generator (Glassman 
High Voltage, Inc., model PS/MJ1OP1500-11). 5 kV across a 5 mm gap and 8 kV across 
a 4 cm gap were used in seed fabrication and solution growth, respectively. The seed film 
was prepared, in similar steps as in Chapter 2, by drying a 20 µL drop of 1,1,1,3,3,3-
hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFP) (Sigma Aldrich) with FF peptide (Bachem) at a 
concentration of 45 mg mL-1 on a 1.25×1.25 cm2 gold-coated silicon substrate. The stock 
materials were all stored in enclosed containers to minimize undesired water absorption 
from the environment. The obtained amorphous film was crystallized into vertical 
microrod domains by vigorously circulating 100% humid air for 60 seconds. 
Then an FF-water solution was prepared by dissolving FF peptide in water to 2 g 
L-1 concentration at 70oC. The dissolution process was monitored so that the resulting 
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solution was completely clear. 5 mL of FF-water solution was then distributed into a 40 
mm-diameter petri dish, which was placed between the two 15×15 cm2 aluminum plates, 
in an oven at 55oC. The substrate with seed film was put upside down floating on the FF-
water surface. The petri dish was covered by a lid with five 5 mm-diameter holes that 
limited the water evaporation rate and suppressed spontaneous nucleation in the FF-water 
solution. After 6 hours of growth, the substrate was taken out and the residual water was 
blown off with compressed air. 
 
Figure 23. Growth of vertical FF peptide microrods arrays with controlled polarization. 
(a,b) Schematic of the positive-EF (electric field) growth (a) and the negative-EF growth 
(b). The large arrows are the directions of the applied electric fields, and the plus and 
minus signs indicate the polarizations of the FF molecules and FF microrods. (c,d) 
Cross-section views of arrays from the Positive-EF growth (c) and the Negative-EF 
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growth (d). Scale bars in (c) and (d) are 100 µm. (e) High-magnification view of vertical 
microrods. Scale bar is 20 µm. (f), Photography of vertical FF peptide microrod array 
grown on a gold-coated substrate. The yellow gold layer is visible owing to the vertical 
alignment of microrod arrays and good optical waveguide properties along their axial 
directions. 
As shown in Figure 23a-b, The mobile FF molecules in the solution were aligned 
so that their electrical dipoles were along the applied electric field during the FF peptide 
self-assembly [87]. The orientation of the FF molecules being deposited onto the seed 
determined the polarization of the microrods. Thus, the polarizations of the microrods were 
in the same direction as the applied electric field, and the spontaneous polarization should 
result in surface charges on the tips of microrods. Meanwhile, electric fields did not 
significantly affect the morphology of the microrods, as shown by SEM cross-section 
images in Figure 23c-e and top images in Figure 24a-b. The length of the microrod grown 
after 6 hours is increased up to about 50 µm, compared to only 10-15 µm grown in room-
temperature. Figure 23f shows uniform FF peptide microrod arrays grown on a 1.25×1.25 
cm2 gold-coated silicon substrate. Since FF peptide microrods are a good optical 
waveguide axially but poor light transmitter radially [79], the visibility of the yellow gold 
film provides an easy way to confirm the good vertical alignment of the microrod arrays 
(Figure 23f and Figure 24c). 
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Figure 24. Top view SEM images of FF microrods array. (a,b) Top view of the microrod 
arrays from the positive-EF growth (a) and negative-EF growth (b). Insets: enlarged 
view of microrods. The scale bars in low-magnification images are 200 µm, and the scale 
bars in insets are 20 µm. (c), A gold-coated substrate with mostly horizontal peptide 
microrods. The gold layer electrode is hardly visible owing to the poor light transmission 
in the radial direction of FF peptide microrods. 
The X-ray diffraction spectra (Figure A1 in Appendix) confirms a hexagonal crystal 
structure with the space group P61, similar to the structure obtained from room-temperature 
growth in Chapter 2. 
3.2.2. Characterization of polarization control and piezoelectricity 
To investigate the orientation of electrical polarization, Dual AC Resonance 
Tracking Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (DART-PFM) and Scanning Kelvin Probe 
Microscopy (SKPM) with an Asylum MFP 3D system was conducted on the top of the FF 
peptide microrods to measure phase response and surface potential, respectively. Using 
DART-PFM to determine the phase responses of the array can reduce noise and topography 
crosstalk compared to single frequency technique. The probe used in both modes was an 
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Asylum Research ASYELEC-01 with Ti/Ir coating on both cantilever and tip. The nominal 
resonance frequency of the probe was 70 kHz, and the tip radius was 28±10 nm according 
to the manufacturer. In all PFM scans the probe was typically pressed on the sample surface 
with a force of about 100 nN. The inverse optical lever sensitivity (InvOLS) and spring 
constant were calibrated before all measurements using Asylum’s software GetReal. The 
probe was excited at 1 V amplitude and contact resonance frequency was typically ~300 
kHz. Correction for the instrumental phase offset was done by shifting the phase responses 
so that the phase at contact resonance was 90˚. In SKPM the dual-pass technique was used. 
In the first pass for detecting topography, the set point was 65-70% of free amplitude (~100 
nm), and the tip was lifted 50 nm above the surface in the second pass for measuring surface 
potential. 
As an alternating voltage on the FF peptide microrods was applied, an FF peptide 
microrod with either upward or downward polarization deformed either out of phase (180o) 
or in phase (0o), respectively (Figure 25a-b and Figure A2 in Appendix). The phase 
distributions of vertical microrods from a positive-EF growth and from a negative-EF 
growth in Figure 25a-b, respectively, show that applying opposite electric fields during 
growth results in FF peptides with phases of polarization 180o apart. SKPM confirmed that 
the surface charge of the microrod tip was consistent with the polarization, verifying the 
mechanism shown in Figure 23a-b.  
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Figure 25. PFM and SKPM characterization of the microrod arrays. (a,b) PFM phase 
image and corresponding SKPM surface potential map of a microrod from the positive-
EF growth (a) and a microrod from the negative-EF growth (b). The phase and surface 
potential distributions are shown by the color overlaid on the topography of the top of the 
microrod. (c) Statistics of the piezoelectric phase for the arrays from the positive-EF 
growth, negative-EF growth, and no-EF growth. Detailed data for this chart is provided 
in Appendix Table A1. (d) Linear dependence of the PFM amplitude on the applied 
voltage for FF peptide microrods from growth with different electric fields. The slopes of 
the lines provide effective piezoelectric coefficients d33, which are 17.9 pm V
-1, 11.7 pm V-
1 and 9.3 pm V-1 for microrods from the negative-EF growth, positive-EF growth, and no-
EF growth, respectively. 
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20 random microrods from each growth process were tested (Figure 25c and 
Appendix Table A1). The tested 20 microrods were randomly selected at four 1×1 mm2 
sites on the substrate, and were at least 200 µm apart. The results indicated that 95-100% 
of microrods had polarization in the direction of the applied electric field. In the absence 
of an electric field during growth, the polarization distribution became much less uniform 
(Figure 25c). A preferential polarization was often observed in such no-EF growth, which 
might have been due to native charges on the substrate or even small electric fields from 
surrounding equipment [58, 80, 87]. The inherent polarization of FF peptides originates 
from the ordered arrangement of positively charged amino termini (NH3
+) and negatively 
charged carboxyl termini (COO-) [58]. Therefore, microrod arrays with opposite 
polarizations have either NH3
+ groups or COO- groups predominantly exposed at the top 
surface. Hence, the biofunctionality of the FF peptide microrod array can be tuned by 
simply switching the electric field during growth. 
The piezoelectric strength of vertical microrod arrays was examined by measuring 
their effective piezoelectric constant d33 (Figure 25d). To determine d33, Single Frequency 
mode was used and the probe was excited at 20 kHz, which is far from contact resonance 
to avoid signal amplification. An area of 500×500 nm2 was scanned under AC voltages 
between 2 V and 10 V. The average vibration amplitudes in each scanned area were 
recorded to calculate the effective d33. The highest effective piezoelectric constant d33=17.9 
pm V-1 was observed from this study, much higher than the value of 9.9 pm V-1 obtained 
from room-temperature growth. The improved piezoelectricity is ascribed to a better 
alignment of FF peptide molecular dipoles assisted by the electric field and elevated 
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temperature. The result is consistent with a recent theoretical study which shows that an 
external electric field stretches the peptide backbone of the FF molecule and significantly 
increases the dipole magnitude [87]. The temperature determines the number of water 
molecules in an FF peptide hexagonal crystal, and hence, the lattice constants and 
piezoelectricity [60, 85, 88]. However, further investigation on the effect of the electric 
field and temperature is needed to provide more insights. 
In order to realize macro-scale piezoelectricity, the high piezoelectric coefficient 
needs to be combined with the control the polarization over the whole array, because the 
polarization is very stable and could not be switched with a high electric field once the 
growth is completed, as shown by the hysteresis loop in Figure 26. This observation 
verifies the significance of the growth process described in this section in realizing the 
piezoelectric device in the next section. 
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Figure 26. Hysteresis loop measurements of FF peptide microrods. The control sample is 
a standard periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN, Asylum Research).  Compared to 
the PPLN, FF peptides have a much higher coercive field. Both the positive and negative 
polarizations were confirmed to be stable under high electric field. The polarizations 
could not be switched before the material was destroyed from electrical breakdown. 
3.3. Piezoelectric nanogenerator based on FF microrod array 
We investigated the power generation using FF peptide microrods with controlled 
polarizations. The FF peptide microrod array was sandwiched between two electrodes that 
connected to an external load or measuring instruments, as shown in Figure 27a. When the 
device was compressed and released, FF peptide microrods converted the mechanical 
energy into electricity. The device characterization setup in Figure 27b includes a closed-
loop linear motor (E100-RD-HC type with Force Control, LinMot) with a load cell 
(FC2231, Digi-Key) mounted on the tip. A periodic compressive force was applied on the 
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power generator for 1 second and released for 2 seconds. Devices from all polarization 
scenarios were systematically measured, in which at least 5 cycles were run for each 
voltage, current and power data point before average values and errors were calculated. A 
minimum (5 N) force was maintained during the test to avoid creating an unintentional 
triboelectric effect due to the separation of the generator and the actuator. Thus, the applied 
force was the difference between 5 N and the peak force. The outputs of the generator were 
recorded using an electrometer (Keithley 6517B) and a current amplifier (Keithley 428). 
The generator was characterized in a Faraday cage to avoid interference from the 
surrounding equipment, and the linear motor was placed outside of the cage. 
The power generation of FF peptide microrods from positive-EF growth is shown 
in Figure 27c-d. Under an applied force F=60 N, the output open-circuit voltage (Voc) and 
short-circuit current (Isc) reached 1.4 V and 39.2 nA, respectively. FF peptide microrods 
from negative-EF growth produced opposite voltage and current outputs, and FF peptide 
microrods from no-EF growth produced much smaller output (Appendix Figure A3). The 
signs of open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current under compressing force all agree 
with the polarization direction measured from PFM. Reversed connection tests show that 
all outputs are reversed (Appendix Figure A4). The switching-connection test excluded the 
errors from the variation of contact resistance or parasitic capacitance and confirmed that 
the detected electrical signal was truly from the piezoelectric FF peptide microrods. Unlike 
generators based on virus or zinc oxide nanostructures, which showed rapid decay of the 
open-circuit voltage due to the leakage current through these materials [34, 43, 44], the 
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open-circuit voltage herein remained at a constant level owing to the excellent dielectric 
properties of FF peptides [89] (Appendix Figure A5).  
 
Figure 27. Characterization of the FF peptide-based power generators. (a) Schematic of 
the FF peptide-based generator connected to the measurement equipment. Bottom-right 
inset: photography of a real device. (b) Schematic of the measurement setup in which a 
linear motor pushes with controlled forces on the top electrode in (a). The linear motor 
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was programmed to always keep contact with the top electrode to minimize the effect of 
static charges. (c,d) Open-circuit voltage (c) and short-circuit current (d) from a 
generator using microrods from positive-EF growth. (e) Dependence of the power output 
from the generators on the resistance of the external load under 50 N applied force. (f) 
Linear dependence of the open-circuit voltage on the applied force. 
When connected to external resistors, FF peptide microrods grown with electric 
fields produced up to 3.3 nW cm-2 at 50 MΩ, which is 3.8 times higher than the power 
density of zinc oxide nanowire-based generators (0.854 nW cm-2 for a single generator) 
driven by a 24 times greater pressure [34]. Our comparison here is conservative since the 
reported vertical zinc oxide nanowire-based generator was not connected to a real load, so 
its power output was estimated using separately measured peak voltage (96 mV) and 
current (8.9 nA cm-2), which cannot be achieved simultaneously. In contrast, FF peptide 
microrods grown without electric fields yield power about 5 times lower than the power 
produced from microrods grown with electric fields (Figure 27e), demonstrating the 
importance of the applied electric field for output enhancement. The Effect of strain rate 
on the output of FF peptide-based generators was also investigated, and increasing strain 
rate was found to increase the peak power output up to 7 nW cm-2 (Appendix Figure A3e), 
which was comparable to the performance of a generator based on lead zirconate titanate 
(PZT) nanoribbons [90].   
Time-integration of current peaks yields an average charge Q=530 pC (Appendix 
Table A2 and Figure A6). In the quasi-static case, the relation d33=Q/F holds [91], from 
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which we obtain an estimated piezoelectric constant d33≈8.8 pm V-1. It is smaller than the 
effective piezoelectric constant measured by PFM, indicating that not all microrods 
contribute to the power generation and that the device can be further optimized. The linear 
piezoelectricity of FF peptides was verified by the linear dependence of the Voc and Isc on 
the applied force (Figure 27f and Appendix Figure A3f).  
To further verify the authenticity of the FF peptide-based generator, control 
experiment was performed by replacing the FF peptide microrod array with a non-
piezoelectric Kapton thin film. The output signals became negligible (Figure 28), further 
validating the output of the generators. 
 
Figure 28. Power output control measurement for FF peptide-based generator. (a,b) 
Open circuit voltage (a) and short-circuit current (b) of a control device in which the FF 
peptide microrod array was replaced by a 50 µm-thick non-piezoelectric Kapton film. 
The fatigue behavior of the FF peptide-based generator was evaluated. We tested 
the Voc of a generator under a cyclic force (50 N) for an extended period of time (Figure 
29a-b). The output voltage showed no degradation over more than 1,000 press/release 
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cycles for more than half an hour. We repeated this test 5 times on the same device for a 
total of over 5,000 cycles and the device did not show any degradation, indicating the high 
durability of FF peptide-based devices. Finally, by stacking three power generators on top 
of each other, we were able to further increase the power output and directly drive a seven-
segment liquid crystal display (LCD) (Varitronix VI-201-DP-RC-S, Digi-Key). The letters 
of “FF” on the LCD were activated when the generator was pressed by a human’s finger 
(Figure 29c-e), demonstrating the capability of the FF-based power generator to harvest 
biomechanical energy. 
 
Figure 29. Demonstration of the FF peptide-based generator as a practical power source. 
(a,b) Open circuit voltage over time as the generator was pressed under 50 N force for 
over half an hour at 0.5 Hz (a), and the enlarged view of the voltage output (b). The time 
was limited by the storage of our measuring instrument. The background shift due to long 
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time measurement was subtracted from the recorded signal for clarity. (c) Photograph of 
the generator as a direct power source for an LCD. (d,e) Photograph of the LCD before 
(d) and after (e) the generator in (c) was pressed by a human finger. 
3.4. Chapter summary 
In conclusion, we have obtained vertical FF peptide microrods with controlled 
inherent polarization and improved piezoelectric strength. The microrod arrays were used 
to fabricate a power generator whose power density substantially exceeded that of similar 
devices. The output was increased with stacked generators and an LCD could be driven as 
the device was pressed by a finger. The uniform polarization in two opposite directions 
promises to expand the applications of FF peptide beyond energy harvesting and 
piezoelectric devices. Our present study on FF peptide power generators is a significant 
step toward developing FF peptide into a smart, versatile, and biocompatible material 
platform. 
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CHAPTER 4. TRIBOELECTRIC NANOGENERATOR AND THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON ITS OUTPUT 
4.1. The role of surface patterns and adsorbed water layer on triboelectrification  
 In 2012 the first triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) was invented utilizing the 
triboelectrification between two untreated polymer surfaces and electrostatic induction to 
generate current flow through external circuit [25]. The schematic of the working 
mechanism of the TENG is shown in Figure 30. 
 
Figure 30. The first flexible triboelectric nanogenerator utilizing two unmodified polymer thin 
films [25]. 
 Since TENG relies mainly on friction, there have been significant studies on 
fabricating surface structures to enhance the contact surface area, and thus charge 
generated. Various micro/nanostructures have been fabricated and tested for TENG, and 
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they were proved to produce higher output than the untreated flat films, as shown in Figure 
31 [92]. 
 
Figure 31. Effect of micro lines, cubes and pyramids on the output of TENG [92]. 
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 Environmental parameters such as relative humidity (RH) has been known to take 
effect on triboelectrification by governing the “water bridge” layer that adsorbs onto the 
material’s surface, illustrated in Figure 32 [93, 94]. This adsorbed layer is suggested to 
contribute to the transfer of ions which can be either native ions in the polymer or hydroxyl 
groups in water [95]. Experiments have been conducted to answer the question of whether 
or not increasing RH would increase the amount of charge transferred [93, 95], or even if 
water is necessary at all. In other experiments [14], contact charge is still observed between 
metals and polymers at 1 Torr [96], and between insulators at 5 Torr [97], indicating a 
wide application range of the triboelectric effect at different pressure. However, the results 
have been inconclusive and there is no overall trend of the effect of environmental factors 
for all materials. 
 
Figure 32. The water bridge between polymer and metal particles upon contact. [93]  
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4.2. Surface patterning and TENG design 
4.2.1. Surface patterning 
Among the surface materials reported for the triboelectric effect, aluminum and 
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) are of special interests due to their highly opposite 
positions in the triboelectric series [35]. Their low-cost and good manufacturability at 
micro/nano scale also make them very suitable for triboelectric effect studies [98-101]. In 
this section a TENG will be constructed from PDMS and aluminum contact pair enhanced 
by surface micro patterns.  
First the micro pyramids are fabricated for both aluminum and PDMS surfaces to 
enhance the charge generated during triboelectrification. Although micro pyramids show 
better performance than other photolithography-based microstructures, and have been 
employed in numerous studies of TENG, they are mostly fabricated on only polymer 
surface [92, 99, 101]. In order to obtain the micro pyramids for the metal surface, a simple 
process was developed to produce a positive silicon mold shown in Figure 33a on the left 
column. The <100> silicon wafer was first dry-etched in O2 and SF6 to obtain vertical 
20x20 μm2 square columns about 15μm tall. The wafer then continued to be wet-etched in 
potassium hydroxide (KOH) at 70oC for about 4 minutes so that the square columns were 
etched into positive pyramids. Lastly, 150nm of aluminum layer was deposited onto the 
positive-pyramid silicon mold to obtain the metal electrode of TENG. Pyramids on PDMS 
was fabricated using typical soft lithography process which utilized a negative silicon 
mold, also shown in Figure 33a. The micro pyramid structures were successfully fabricated 
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on a 20x20mm2 for both aluminum and PDMS surfaces, and their SEM images are shown 
in Figure 33b-c.   
 
Figure 33. Patterning of micro pyramids for aluminum and PDMS. (a) Schematics of the 
processes used to produce micro pyramid structures for aluminum and PDMS surfaces. SEM 
images of (b) Aluminum-coated silicon pyramids and (c) PDMS pyramids. 
4.2.2. TENG design 
 As opposed to the widely popular arch-shaped and flexible-electrode TENG 
structure [99, 101], in this study a rigid planar structure will be designed to ensure 
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repeatable and complete contact between the two surfaces. The TENG consisted of 
aluminum and PDMS electrodes, a spacer, a flexure, and a base, as shown in Figure 34a.  
 
 
Figure 34. Structure of fabricated parallel-plate TENG. (a) Schematic diagram of the TENG, (b) 
optical image of a real device, and (c) structure of the flexure with dimensions,   
The out-of-plane flexure structure was designed and fabricated to enable repeatable 
contact and separation between the aluminum and PDMS surfaces. The flexure was made 
from a commercial Delrin (Polyoxymethylene) thin sheet (0.8mm thick), and the spacer 
and the base were made of acrylic. These plastic parts was fabricated by laser cutting. The 
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length, width and thickness of the flexural beam need to be well designed for a suitable 
stiffness which is high enough for the device to easily spring back after load and low 
enough to efficiently respond to the mechanical stimulus. The main dimensions of the 
flexure structure are provided in Figure 34c, which yield about 21N/cm total stiffness, but 
the optimization in terms of the efficiency was not done in this work.  
4.3. Humidity and pressure effects on the output of TENG 
4.3.1. Experimental procedure 
An apparatus in Figure 35a was employed to examine the effect of the environment 
relative humidity (RH) and pressure on the charge amplitude. TENG was operated in the 
desiccator under controlled RH and pressure. The humid air from a water reservoir and the 
dry air from a dry air cylinder (Matheson, water content<6ppm) were fed into the desiccator 
through a 3-way valve. By switching the valve between the humid/dry air sources, the 
humidity inside the chamber could be either increased or decreased. The desiccator was 
connected to a vacuum pump and the pressure inside the desiccator was controlled through 
adjusting the pumping rate. The humidity sensor, HIH-5031 from Honeywell, can measure 
RH with an accuracy of ±3% from 11% to 89% and ±7% otherwise, with a specified 
response time of 5s. The pressure sensor was the MKS Baratron 626B with 1000 Torr 
range. 
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Figure 35. Experiment setup and measurement for environmental effects on TENG. (a) 
Experiment setup for humidity and pressure control, and (b) triboelectric charge generation 
when the device was cyclically pressed. 
According to the study in [98], the generated charge on the PDMS surface will not 
be stabilized and maximized until after a few hundreds cycles. To minimize the effect of 
this “warm-up” process, the linear motor was kept running throughout the whole 
experiment, pressing and releasing the TENG at a frequency of 2.5Hz. This frequency was 
chosen to acquire data in a reasonable time and to maintain the mechanical stability during 
the experiment. 
The humidity in the desiccator was increased or decreased in steps of approximately 
10% between 10% and 90% by feeding different amount of the humid air and the dry air 
into the desiccator at about 5L/min, with negligible pressure variation. After the desired 
level of RH was reached, the air flow was stopped and the data was recorded, as shown in 
Figure 35a-b. This procedure was repeated continuously for different RH levels when RH 
decreased from 90% to 10% and increased from 10% back to 90%. Many cycles have been 
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tested and the reproducibility was confirmed. The charges from the electrodes were 
recorded by an electrometer (Keithley 6517B). The measured charge was smaller than the 
maximum charge obtained by the hand pressure due to the smaller force from the linear 
motor and the larger capacitance from longer leading wires. Since the linear motor was 
kept running all the time, the charge vs. time plot was periodic as shown in Figure 35b. All 
the maximum and minimum charge values in a 10s window were captured, and the peak-
to-peak (p-p) values were calculated and averaged. The average p-p charge was plotted 
against different humidity level in Figure 36a for three cycles of decreasing and increasing 
RH. Additionally, to examine the transient response of p-p charge to RH, the RH was 
decreased or increased all the way to 10% or 90% by feeding only the dry air or humid air 
respectively, and the p-p amplitude of generated charges with time was recorded and shown 
in Figure 36c-d. 
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Figure 36. Humidity and pressure dependence of charge generation. (a) p-p charge at various 
RH with fitted trend line, (b) p-p charge at various pressure with fitted trend line, c) The response 
of p-p charge with time as the RH is continuously reduced from 95% to 10%, and (d) The 
response of p-p charge with time as the RH is continuously increased from 10% to 82% d). All 
results are at room temperature of 25-27oC 
In the pressure dependence experiment, the chamber was pumped down from 
atmospheric pressure to some targeted levels at 650, 550, 450, 350, 250, 150 and 50 Torr 
with an error of ±8 Torr. The RH was maintained close to 0% in the experiment to minimize 
the effect of the pressure on the RH change. Similar to the humidity experiment, the linear 
motor was also kept running throughout the experiment at 2.5 Hz. This pressure test was 
repeated three times and the results were averaged and summarized in Figure 36b with the 
error bar showing one standard deviation of the data. 
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4.3.2. Humidity dependence of TENG charge output 
As shown in Figure 36a, the p-p charge increases about 25% when RH decreases 
from 90% to 10%, and the p-p charge decreases to its original level when the RH increases 
back to 90% from 10%. RH reading produces a larger error outside 10%-90% range, but 
similar trend has been observed, i.e. generated charges increase when the RH decreases. 
The trend found in this experiment suggests that in ambient condition, high humidity is not 
favorable for triboelectric effect between PDMS and aluminum. The effect of the humidity 
on other materials needs further investigation.  
The adsorbed water layer plays an important role in the charge generation [95]. 
Although the water layer is necessary to distribute and separate the charge, the required 
layer should be thin for ion transfer mechanism, probably below 2nm. A thick water layer 
will increase the surface conductivity, and therefore, will discharge the surfaces. 
Measurements of the average thickness of the adsorbed water layer have also been 
performed for materials with various compositions, showing different values for different 
compositions [93]. Thus, this experiment suggests that at ambient condition, the water 
adsorbed on the surfaces from the high RH dissipates the generated charge and is not in 
favor of TENG. 
The transient result is shown in Figure 36c and 36d. It should be noted that the 
sharp increase at the early stage in Figure 36c is due to the fact that reducing RH is faster 
than increasing RH in this experiment setup. The results show that the p-p charge responds 
instantaneously to the change of RH, and its value at each RH agrees well with the values 
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obtained in Figure 36a (when the RH is varied step by step). The finite response time of 
the RH sensor does not appear to significantly affect these transient data, possibly because 
the change in RH happens in an extended time. 
4.3.3. Pressure dependence of TENG charge output 
According to Figure 36b, the p-p charge decreases with increasing rate as the 
pressure decreases from ambient pressure to 50 Torr. Because lowering the chamber 
pressure will cause the adsorbed water layer to evaporate, the result suggests that 
decreasing adsorbed water no longer favors the triboelectric charging. Combining with the 
results from humidity experiment, an optimal amount of adsorbed water appears to be at 
about atmospheric pressure and 0% RH. Since triboelectric effect usually involves different 
mechanisms, the charge will probably not go to zero as the pressure is further decreased. It 
is worth questioning how pressure would affect the charge if RH is at higher level. 
Although it is difficult to control RH at high values due to pressure-induced RH change, it 
is observed that charge starts to drop at a lower pressure than ambient pressure- at 500 Torr 
at 55% RH, for example. The charge actually increases slightly as the pressure is decreased 
slightly below the atmospheric pressure. In the other words, the optimal working condition 
of the TENG shifts to a lower pressure than the atmospheric pressure when the humidity is 
high, and the mechanism is still under further investigation. The described experiments 
have confirmed the ability of TENG to function at low pressure environment. They also 
suggest that the pressure inside the package of the TENG can also be utilized to maximize 
its performance. 
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4.4. Chapter summary 
This chapter has experimentally studied the effect of the relative humidity and the 
pressure on the performance of TENG. TENG can work at different pressure from 50 Torr 
to an atmospheric pressure and at different relative humidity from 10% to 90%. This study 
also suggested that ambient pressure at RH close to 0% would maximize the triboelectric 
charge generation, and optimal pressure drops to a pressure lower than the atmospheric 
pressure when humidity is higher. This work explains how the surrounding conditions 
affect the triboelectric nanogenerator and may guide the fabrication and package of the 
device for the optimal performance. 
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CHAPTER 5. HYBRID NANOGENERATOR  
5.1. Overview of the hybridization of PENG and TENG 
Although the nanogenerator (NG) fabricated from FF peptide showed significant 
improvement in performance compared to other bio-inspired materials, new techniques to 
enhance the output are needed to expand its applications. Due to their complementary 
effects in mechanical energy harvesting, piezoelectric nanogenerators (PENG) have been 
proposed to be hybridized with triboelectric nanogenerators (TENG) [102-105]. While 
PENG converts deformation of the piezoelectric material into electricity, TENG converts 
relative motion into electricity through contact electrification and electrostatic induction 
[27]. The available ambient mechanical energy can be provided to the NG in two forms, 
i.e. relative motion and material deformation, so it is advantageous to combine TENG and 
PENG. 
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Figure 37. Charge generated at contact-press state, contact-release state and separate-release 
state for the three typical types of hybrid PENG-TENG [103]. 
 Depending on the number of wire terminals,  hybrid PENG-TENG can be divided 
into three typical structures: 2-terminal, 3-terminal and 4-terminal, as shown in Figure 37 
[103]. The 2-terminal type can be achieved by utilizing the piezoelectric material also as a 
triboelectric material as in Figure 37a, and a real device has been demonstrated using PVDF 
[104]. Connecting the PENG in series with the TENG gives the 3-terminal configuration, 
as in Figure 37b, while simple stacking with the two NGs working independently as in 
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Figure 37c gives the 4-terminal configuration. Among them, the 3-terminal type is often 
employed by simply utilizing the metal electrode of PENG as a contact material for TENG, 
and an example of r-shaped design is shown in Figure 38.    
 
Figure 38. An r-shaped hybrid NG which utilizes one metal electrode of a thin film PENG as the 
contact material for TENG [105].  
A disadvantage of 3-or-more-terminal NG is that the NG would require more space 
for its operation and higher complexity in fabrication. Utilizing piezoelectric material as 
the triboelectric material to achieve 2-terminal would significantly restrict the material 
choices, and the device still requires an internal gap for the TENG to operate. In this 
Chapter the single-electrode TENG is proposed to be used with FF peptide PENG to 
achieve 2-terminal configuration and reduce the required number of layers in TENG while 
still enhancing the overall output. 
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5.2. Single-electrode TENG integrated with FF peptide PENG and the energy 
conversion process 
The schematic and photo of the hybrid NG are shown in Figure 39a and 39b. The 
FF microrod array was fabricated using the epitaxial growth process described in Chapter 
3. Accordingly, The FF-based PENG was built by sandwiching the FF microrods array 
between two 1.25x1.25 cm2 gold-coated silicon substrate. The TENG materials selected in 
this study were polyethylene terephthalate (PET) (purchased from McMaster) and Kapton 
(purchased from DuPont) due to their stable output and distinct charge affinity. The single-
electrode TENG was assembled by laminating a pristine PET film on the top electrode of 
the PENG, while the ground is connected to the bottom electrode of the PENG, as shown 
in Figure 39a. Thus effectively no additional conductive electrodes needed to be fabricated 
for the single-electrode TENG because it utilized the already available ones of the PENG, 
simplifying the configuration of the hybrid NG. The PENG, together with the lower part 
of the TENG, were mounted on the bottom of a plastic enclosure. The top part of the single-
electrode TENG, which is standalone pristine Kapton film with no wire connection, was 
attached to the movable top part of the enclosure to form a compact setup for 
characterization. 
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Figure 39. Hybrid NG structure and working mechanism. (a) Schematic of the structure of the 
hybrid NG and the polarity of the measurement connection. (b) Photograph of the real hybrid NG 
with a compact acrylic enclosure. Scale bar is 1cm. (c)-(g) Energy conversion process of the 
hybrid NG. 
The energy conversion process is explained in Figure 39c-g. Because Kapton and 
PET have different charge affinity, upon contact Kapton gains negative charge and PET 
gains positive charge [25, 27], Figure 39c. When the two surfaces first separate, current 
flows from the top to the bottom electrode to balance the charge (Figure 39d). This current 
is positive according to the connection of the measuring device. As Kapton moves back to 
contact but with no pressing force, current flows from the bottom to the top electrode 
(Figure 39e), and is therefore negative. As the linear actuator continues to apply pressing 
force to the NG, the Kapton film side compresses the piezoelectric FF microrods and 
current continues to flow to the top electrode due to the electrical dipole created in the 
piezoelectric FF microrod under pressure. When the pressing force is released, the FF 
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microrods are no longer compressed and the current flows back to the bottom electrode 
(Figure 39g). The Kapton film is then separated from the PET, as in Figure 39d and current 
continues to flow back to the bottom electrode to complete one cycle. As a result, the hybrid 
device can harvest energy from both significant movement of the top layer of the TENG 
and minute deformation in piezoelectric materials caused by the pressing force. 
5.3. Output characterization of the hybrid nanogenerator 
Measurements were conducted for the piezoelectric and triboelectric output 
separately in Figure 40 to discern the constructive output in the subsequent hybrid NG. The 
independent piezoelectric output was obtained by keeping the Kapton film side pressing 
on the PET side with a force larger than zero, which prevented the separation of the two 
layers of the TENG. This process is represented by the states in Figure 39f and 39g. The 
triboelectric output was independently obtained by moving the Kapton film to just in 
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contact with the PET film with insignificant pressing force and then separating them. This 
process is similar to the states in Figure 39d and Figure 39e.  
 
Figure 40. Output of PENG and TENG when working separately. Open-circuit voltage and short-
circuit current of FF PENG only (a)-(b), which involved only cyclic pressing force without 
relative motion and TENG only (c)-(d), which involved only cyclic motion without pressing force.   
According to Figure 40a-b, the Voc and Isc from the piezoelectric nanogenerator 
were about 0.7 V and 30 nA, respectively, under an applied force of 50 N. The average 
charge, calculated by the area under the current peak, was 406 pC. These results were 
consistent with the reported output of FF-based NG [62]. According to figure 40c-d, the 
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Voc and Isc from the triboelectric nanogenerator were about 1.6 V and 20 nA, respectively, 
with the average charge of 875 pC. The lower peak current but higher charge of the TENG 
part was due to the relatively slow motion of the Kapton film to reduce the impact on the 
FF microrod array upon contact. The current direction and voltage polarity of triboelectric 
output were in the same direction as the piezoelectric output. Two outputs were thus 
expected to be superimposed constructively as both contact and pressing are performed. 
The piezoelectric and triboelectric power generation processes were then combined 
to demonstrate the enhancement of the FF-based NG. A 4-step force profile shown in 
Figure 41a was applied to the hybrid NG to provide a press/release cycle after the contact 
between the Kapton and PET surfaces. The initial force was about 10 N, which was 
determined experimentally to be just enough to resist the spring force to keep the Kapton 
and PET films in contact, while not producing significant pressure on the piezoelectric FF 
microrod array. Then an additional 50 N force was applied to the FF PENG to deform the 
piezoelectric FF microrods, with a total applied force of 60N. The pressing force was then 
released, but the contact between the Kapton and the PET film was still maintained. Finally, 
the polymer films were separated as no force was applied. The output open-circuit voltage 
and short-circuit current were recorded during the force application process as shown in 
Figure 41b and 41c. 
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Figure 41. Output of the hybridized NG. (a) Profile of the applied force on the hybrid NG and the 
corresponding state of the hybrid NG at each force level. (b),-(c) Open-circuit voltage and short-
circuit current of the hybrid NG under the force profile in (a). 
Figure 41b shows a constructive step as the FF-based PENG is pressed, with total 
output voltage up to 2.2 V compared to 0.7 V or 1.6 V if only either PENG or TENG 
operates, respectively. The voltage output has a rectangular waveform instead of peaks 
because the insulating property of FF crystals as well as the high internal resistance of the 
measuring electrometer prevented the unintentional discharge. Figure 41c shows four 
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current peaks in one force application cycle which are also in the constructive direction as 
the force is applied or withdrawn. The directions of the output current were consistent with 
the process explained in Figure 39d-g, verifying the constructive energy conversion 
mechanism of the hybrid NG. 
5.4. Chapter summary 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a hybrid NG structure that utilized single-
electrode TENG to provide constructive additional voltage and current output to the FF-
based PENG. The design of our hybrid NG was simple because the addition of single-
electrode TENG to the existing FF-based PENG did not require additional conductive 
electrodes. Although Kapton and PET were selected in this study, the TENG materials can 
still be optimized to best suit a specific application. Since the Kapton film was not 
connected to the circuit, it could be designed to be part of the environment of the hybrid 
NG, which could simplify the fabrication process and reduce the dimension of the hybrid 
NG. Our study can serve as a guideline for the design of future FF-based device as well as 
future hybridization between PENG and TENG. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 
 FF peptide has the potential to become one of the most technologically important 
bioinspired piezoelectric materials for small-scale energy conversion thanks to its strong 
piezoelectricity and its inherent biological properties. This thesis has achieved advances in 
the development of FF peptide towards nanogenerator application. 
 First, in Chapter 2, a low temperature epitaxial growth process has been developed 
to obtain vertically aligned FF peptide microrod arrays. The vertical alignment of the array 
is achieved by engineering the amorphous layer of FF into a seed layer with a preferential 
vertical orientation. The circulation of moist air and the thickness of the amorphous layer 
is found to control the amount of vertical domain in the seed. By putting the seed layer in 
a water solution saturated with FF peptide and letting the water evaporates in room 
temperature, the outgrowth of vertical microrods from the seed over the entire substrate is 
observed due to supersaturation. Examination of the morphology and crystal structure of 
the obtained microrods as well as the original seed layer confirms they have hexagonal 
symmetry which lacks an inversion center. Effective piezoelectric coefficient d33 is also 
measured for both seed and microrods, which yield a value of up to 9.9 pm/V. 
 Although structurally vertical alignment is achieved, opposite polarizations in 
adjacent microrods are observed and the overall piezoelectric effect of the array is reduced. 
The unswitchability of FF polarization makes it practically impossible to pole the FF array 
by an applied electric field after the growth has completed. Chapter 3 addresses this 
problem by applying an electric field during the epitaxial growth, and uniform polarization 
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in opposite directions has been achieved. The effective piezoelectric coefficient d33 is 
measured to be up to 17.9 pm/V. Moreover, the elevated temperature at 55oC is also found 
to facilitate longer and more uniform microrods. The improved microrod array is then used 
to fabricate an FF peptide PENG which shows better performance compared to other 
bioinspired materials or even some inorganic materials. 
 TENG has recently emerged as a nanogenerator technology to harvest mechanical 
energy from large motion, as opposed to harvesting energy from tiny deformation in 
PENG. Thus, hybridizing TENG with PENG can enhance the outputs of just the PENG 
alone. To facilitate future integration of the two types of nanogenerators, Chapter 4 
investigates the performance of TENG under various environmental conditions such as RH 
and pressure. The effects of RH and pressure have been found to closely relate to the 
adsorbed water layer on the contacting surfaces. The results can serve as a guideline to the 
design of TENG for different conditions.  
 Finally, Chapter 5 explores a new structure to hybridize FF peptide PENG with 
single-electrode TENG. The outputs of the two nanogenerators are successfully combined 
constructively. The hybrid energy conversion process is explained and verified by 
experimental data. Moreover, the use of single-electrode TENG on top of the PENG 
enables hybridization without the need of additional electrodes, and thus the dimensions 
and complexity of the fabrication process can be potentially reduced. 
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Appendix 
 
 
Figure A 1. XRD confirmation for the FF peptide microrod arrays grown in Chapter 3. 
The obtained spectrum confirms the hexagonal crystal structure with the space group P61 
(noncentrosymmetric), allowing for a strong piezoelectric effect. Measurement was made 
using Bruker D8 system with Cobalt anode (λ=1.78899Å) 
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Figure A 2. PFM phase measurements of FF peptide crystals.  FF peptide crystals in a 
seed layer grown with no electric field, showing both positive and negative polarities 
with 180o phase difference. Topography (a), amplitude (b) and phase response (c) of FF 
peptide crystals with opposite polarities. (d), cross section at the red line in the phase 
map in (c), showing that the two polarities are approximately 180o apart. 
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Figure A 3. Characterization of the FF peptide-based power generators. (a-d) open-
circuit voltage (a,c) and short-circuit current (b,d) of generators using microrods from 
negative-EF growth (a,b) and no-EF growth (c,d). (e), dependence of peak output power 
on strain rate at 50 N applied force. The peak strain of 4.5 × 10−4 was estimated using a 
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microrod array with 34,000 rods cm-2, 15 µm-diameter, 50 µm-length, and 19 GPa 
Young’s Modulus for each rod, and the strain was reached in a time that was equal to the 
force rise time (460, 140, 79, 59, 40 ms). (f) dependence of peak short-circuit current on 
applied force. 
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Figure A 4. Reversed connection test for FF peptide-based power generators. (a-f) open-
circuit voltage (a,c,e) and short-circuit current (b,d,f) from power generators using 
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microrods from positive-EF growth (a,b), negative-EF growth (c,d), and no-EF growth 
(e,f) under reversed connection.   
 
Figure A 5. Stability of the generated voltage over time. The constant voltage indicates 
extremely low leakage current, owing to the excellent dielectric property of FF 
microrods. The duration of the dwell in applied force in Figure 27c,d was doubled here 
to confirm the negligible decay of the open-circuit voltage output. 
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Figure A 6. Zoom-in view of a short-circuit current peak. The width of the current peak is 
about 100 ms. The current could be still generated after 100 ms but was not visible due to 
noise in the measurement system. 
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Table A 1. Summary of phase responses of microrods from the positive-EF growth, 
negative-EF growth, and no-EF growth. 
Rod # 
Phase response (degree) 
Positive EF 
microrod 
Negative EF 
microrod 
No EF 
microrod 
1 184 17.5 10 
2 183 13.5 191.5 
3 182 8.5 183 
4 183.5 6.5 181.5 
5 183.5 5.5 17 
6 183.5 5.5 6.5 
7 183 5.5 183.5 
8 187.5 5.5 183.5 
9 183.5 7.5 184.5 
10 182.5 10.5 180.5 
11 200.5 5 182 
12 191.5 11 186 
13 191.5 9.5 181.5 
14 183 9.5 8 
15 183.5 12 9.5 
16 184 6 184 
17 185.5 8.5 183 
18 182.5 185.5 184 
19 179 6.5 184 
20 183.5 7 183.5 
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Table A 2. Summary of generated charges calculated by the integration of short-circuit 
current peaks over time. 
Peak # 
Charge generated  
(pC) 
Peak # 
Charge generated  
(pC) 
1 509 6 551 
2 522 7 539 
3 477 8 521 
4 598 9 506 
5 504 10 568 
Average 530 pC 
 
